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Introduction

This document describes the representation of fractions and rupee mark found in Sharada script. Like many other Indic scripts, Sharada too uses these signs encoded in the block ‘Common Indic Number Forms’.

Action requested

The following characters should be extended for usage with the Sharada script in ScriptExtensions.txt

- U+A830 NORTH INDIC FRACTION ONE QUARTER ꠰
- U+A831 NORTH INDIC FRACTION ONE HALF ꠱
- U+A832 NORTH INDIC FRACTION THREE QUARTERS ꠲
- U+A833 NORTH INDIC FRACTION ONE SIXTEENTH ꠳
- U+A834 NORTH INDIC FRACTION ONE EIGHTH ꠴
- U+A835 NORTH INDIC FRACTION THREE SIXTEENTHS ꠵
- U+A838 NORTH INDIC RUPEE MARK ꠸

Source of attestations

All Images from digitized collections of eGangotri

https://archive.org/details/manuscript7loosefoliossharadaresidenceofsatishbhatsharbanakasirmir_767_W